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Crowder: Poe’s Criticism of Women Writers

POE’S CRITICISM OF WOMEN WRITERS

ASHBY BLAND CROWDER

HENDRIX COLLEGE
Striving for disinterestedness, Edgar Allan Poe endeavored to
base his criticism squarely upon principles. As a magazinist, he
favored the short story and the lyric poem over the novel and over the
lengthy poems that were prevalent in his day. Furthermore, he
demanded that a work of art not be didactic, that it achieve a unity of
effect, that its imagery and meter be appropriate and its grammar
acceptable.
Vincent Buranelli believes that Poe adhered to an additional
critical principle: “being gallant with the ladies” whose works he
reviewed.1 Edward Wagenknecht maintains that Poe “made it a rule
to avoid harsh criticism of women’s work....”2 Robert D. Jacobs
remarks that Poe “employed different standards in reviewing the
works of women.”3 Richard Cary asserts that Poe “often ignored his
self-ordained rules and bestowed unwarranted praise” when review
ing “volumes written by contemporary, sentimental poetesses.... In
this restricted area Poe suffered a breakdown of principles otherwise
consistently maintained.”4
The reader seeking to resolve this charge against objectivity must
decide whether Poe did indeed abandon his standard critical princi
ples in reviewing the work of female writers, or whether his praise of
these ladies was primarily a polite formality, sometimes based on
affection and personal admiration, which ought not to be mistaken for
a critical lapse. I believe that, in general, the evidence proves the latter
to be the case.
Because Richard Cary is the only critic who has commented at
any length on the question of Poe’s criticism of women and since he is
the harshest judge of Poe’ integrity, I begin by considering the argu
ments upon which Cary bases his conclusions. Cary’ most serious
charge against Poe is that he accepted bribes for praising female
writers. Cary offers two examples. As “evidence” for his first case, he
quotes a sentence from one of Poe’ essays on “Autography”
(December 1841)—a sentence which praises Mrs. M. St. Leon Loud;5
Cary then quotes from Poe’ letter to Maria Clemm, written eight
years later (28-29? August 1849), in which he confirms that money did
change hands: “the husband of Mrs. St. Leon Loud, the poetess of
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Philadelphia, called on me the other day and offered me $100 to edit
his wife’s poems. Of course, I accepted the offer.”6 The lapse in time
between the original comment and the editorial offer makes it clear
that no bribe could possibly have been offered or intended. Cary
deliberately omits from his article the date of Poe’ letter to Maria
Clemm, however, leaving the suggestion of a cause and effect relation
ship which did not exist. From this questionable incident Cary draws
a further unwarranted speculation: “The connection between praise
and pay seems patent. It is reasonable to suppose that other stipends
were received under similar covenants.”7 Clearly, Cary has estab
lished nothing regarding Poe’s integrity.
In another instance it does seem that Poe accepted a bribe, from
Sarah Anna Lewis; writes Poe: “The author gave me a hundred dol
lars when my poor Virginia was dying, and we were starving, and
required me to make a review of that book—What could I do?”8 The
evidence here is that in response to actual hunger of his family at the
very end of his career Poe did allow his critical principles to lapse
momentarily; Poe’ biographer Mary Phillips sees this event in that
way.9 Cary, however, prefers to see Poe as an “unreluctant collabora
tor” engaging in “cold-blooded maneuvering to secure a place in the
sun for Mrs. Lewis,...”10 and he unfairly uses this incident to cast a
shadow upon all of Poe’ criticism of women writers.
Cary postulates another explanation for Poe’s careful handling of
women writers. He says that Poe forsook his principles because of “his
ingrained idealization of women,” and he quotes several of Poe’s
statements to the effect that a gentleman does not criticize a lady.11
Cary goes on to argue that there is a relationship between the idealized
heroines in Poe’ fiction and poetry, and the women writers whose
works Poe reviewed. For example, Cary notes that Poe often drew
attention to the eyes, hair, and forehead (symbol of intellect) of his
fictional females, and that he likewise, in his criticism, drew attention
to these features of the women whose work he reviewed. Cary takes
this coincidence to mean that Poe confused the women of his imagina
tion with the women whose writing he examined and that the confu
sion resulted in unsound critical judgments. By way of proving his
point, Cary quotes from Poe’s poetry and from his criticism (mostly
from the “Literati”) to note similarities in the way the features of real
and unreal women were described.12
What Cary fails to notice is that throughout the “Literati” Poe
commented on the physical appearance of men as well as women;
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what is more, Poe included (almost without exception) observations
on the eyes, hair, and foreheads of men. Thus, just as Margaret Fuller
had “eyes a bluish gray, full of fire” (H, 15:82), Gulian C. Verplanck’s
“dark blue” eyes possessed “light and fire” (H, 15:39); as Mrs. Osgood
had “Hair black and glossy; eyes a clear, luminous grey, large, and
with great capacity of expression” (H, 13:192), Freeman Hunt pos
sessed “hair light brown, very fine...; eyes of wonderful brilliancy and
intensity of expression” (H, 15:43); and as Miss Fuller had a “capa
cious forehead” (H, 15:82), Mr. Hunt had a “forehead capacious” (H,
15:43).13 Following Cary’ logic we would have to say that Poe’s confu
sion was indeed boundless. In fact, Poe’ habit of idealizing and
elaborately describing the physical attributes of writers cannot be
adduced as evidence of partiality.
Toward the end of his article, Cary admits that Poe wrote predom
inantly derogatory reviews of women writers but argues that “Poe
usually canceled out all the lines he had laid down” with a retraction,
and that he minimized a “woman’s literary frailties,” which resulted
in his compromising or bypassing “his most emphatic critical princi
ples.” Only on a few rare occasions, judges Cary, did Poe remain
steadfast to his principles when dealing with female writers.14
On the contrary, I wish to argue that Poe did not abandon his
critical canons, and that the charge of female favoritism is not sup
portable in any fundamental sense. What I now wish to examine are
the true extent of Poe’s praise of female writers and the intent with
which it was offered.
Because Poe’s journalistic criticism amounts to eight volumes in
the Harrison edition, I find it necessary to be selective in the examples
that I offer. I choose representative selections of Poe’s criticism of
American women writers15 from the beginning of his career as a critic
to the end, that is, from January 1835 to March 1849. At the end of that
survey I compare articles on male authors with those on women
writers from the series of “Literati” articles, which appeared in
Godey’s Lady's Book in the summer and autumn of 1846. This exami
nation will serve, I think, to point up any significant similarities or
dissimilarities in Poe’s critical treatment of male and female writers.
To place the criticism that we shall survey in perspective, I wish
briefly to sketch the critical milieu of Poe’ time. Literary cliques
flourished in Boston and New York. Those writers whom the clique
favored were praised, regardless of merit; others were denounced with
great vehemence, regardless of merit. Poor writers gained great popu
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larity while good ones were consigned to obscurity. The most offensive
aspect of this unsatisfactory situation was the manner whereby a
writer seeking success achieved clique approval and membership: it
was necessary that he acquire the good graces of the editor of a
clique-run journal; this was done, explains Sidney P. Moss, by a
process involving “toadying and quackery, the current words of con
tempt for the truckling and charlatanry on the part of contributor to
editor and editor to public.”16
Poe was caught up in this system that manufactured literary
reputations, yet he was not subject to the intense and undeviating
loyalties that, say, Evert Duyckinck maintained for Cornelius
Mathews.17 He would therefore have felt himself at greater liberty to
impugn the system. Poe has nowhere more clearly expressed his opin
ion on the state of American criticism and letters than in his August
1841 review of Lambert A. Wilmer’ The Quacks of Helicon, A Satire:
as a literary people, we are one vast perambulating humbug. He
[Wilmer] has asserted that we are clique-ridden; and who does not
of obvious of
truism of that assertion? He maintains that
le at the
chicanery is, with us, a far surer road than talent to distinction in
letters. Who gainsays this? The corrupt nature of our ordinary
criticism has been notorious. Its powers have been prostrated by
its own arm. The intercourse between critic and publisher, as it
now almost universally stands, is compromise either in the pay
ing or pocketing of blackmail, as the price of a simple forbearance,
or in a direct system petty and contemptible bribery, properly so
called—a system even more injurious than the former to the true
interests
the public, and more degrading to the buyers and
sellers of good opinion... (H, 10:184-185).

Furthermore, Poe continually berates his contemporaries for smiling
favorably on anything written by an American; he complains that we
often “find ourselves involved in the gross paradox of liking a stupid
book the better, because, sure enough, its stupidity is American” (H,
8:227).
Like others of his day Poe was keenly interested in America’s
developing a national literature of merit.18 Unlike many of his contem
poraries, however, he felt a great need to criticize the literary produc
tions that he reviewed in “the general cause of Letters, without undue
heed of the individual literary men” (H, 12:194). In undertaking his
criticism with such an attitude, he acquired the appellation “toma
hawk critic,” and it was as a fearless, causticcriticthat he was known
in his own day, though he might have viewed himself simply as a
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reformer aiming to raise the standards of American criticism and
thereby of American literature itself.
Poe became editor of the Southern Literary Messenger in January
1835, and he did not hesitate to begin his attacks upon the manufac
tured literary reputations of certain women writers. The significant
favor he affords women writers is a circumlocutory veil with which he
pretends to shield them from the harsher features of his judgments;
his critical perceptions, however, are generally not impaired. Review
ing Zinzendorff, and Other Poems by Mrs. L. H. Sigourney in January
1836,19 Poe comments upon the fame that she had acquired, saying—
tongue in cheek—that he has no intention of questioning the correct
ness of the public opinion. In the course of the ensuing discussion of
her “apparent popular reputation,” he comments:
It would be an easy, although a somewhat disagreeable task,
to point out several
the most popular writers in America—
popular in the above mentioned sense [that is, their names are in
the mouths of people]—who have manufactured for themselves a
celebrity by...very questionable means....But it must not be
thought that we wish to include Mrs. Sigourney in the number. By
no means (H, 8:123).20

The transparent veil is discarded a few lines later when Poe makes the
bare-faced assertion that “The validity of our objections to [her]
adventitious notoriety
must be allowed to consider unshaken, until
it can be proved that any multiplication of zeroes will eventuate in the
production of a unit” (H, 8:123-124). Realizing that he has written
several paragraphs of “unmitigated censure,” the critic attempts to
assume a gentlemanly air and to praise Mrs. Sigourney for possessing
the right sentiments, e.g., he speaks of hers as “a mind nobly and
exquisitely attuned to all the gentler charities and lofty pieties of life,”
saying that “as Americans, we are proud—very proud of the talents of
Mrs. Sigourney” (H, 8:126-127). Richard Cary cites this very quotation
as an example of Poe’s retraction of “unmitigated censure.”21 But it
seems to me that Poe’s generalized statements of praise are empty
indeed compared with the very specific complaints about her inability
to write good poetry which Poe also makes. We see an example of Poe’s
solid criticism in what follows (he quotes from the title poem of Mrs.
Sigourney’ volume):
Through the breast
Of that fair vale the Susquehanna roam’d
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Wearing its robe of silver like a bride.
Now with a noiseless current gliding slow,
’Mid the rich velvet of its curtaining banks
It seemed to sleep.

And then Poe comments:
To suppose the Susquehanna roaming through the breast
any thing—even of a valley—is an incongruity: and to say that
such false images are common, is to say little in their defence. But
when the noble river is
out in robes of silver, and made
to wash with its bright waters nothing better than curtains of
velvet, we feel a very sensible and a very righteous indignation.
We might have expected such language from an upholsterer...(H,
8:128-129).22

Placed against these explicit, concrete and convincing censures that
indicate a firm adherence to his poetic principles, Mrs. Sigourney’s
tenuous excellencies
which the gallant Poe alluded and which he
felt obliged to include in his review) become critically unimportant.
In September 1836 Poe used politeness more extensively to sugar
his criticisms of Philothea: A Romance by Mrs. Lydia Maria Child.
Terms of praise are vague (her “purity of thought and lofty morality
are unexceptionable”), and he only indirectly criticizes; that is,
instead of pointing out errors in a straightforward manner, he says
that an “erudite acquaintance of ours would storm at more than one
[historical] discrepancy...” in her romance (H, 9:154). Again Poe uses
indirection when he criticizes only the type of work, not Philothea
itself: “In regard to the species of novel of which Philothea' is no
ignoble specimen, not any powers on the part of any author can render
it, at the present day, popular” (H, 9:153).23 Although Poe is obviously
trying to be gracious, he nevertheless does not fail to make the woman
writer’s errors known, and he also sticks by his firm principle that the
romance, or in fact any novel (especially the historical), is an unac
ceptable art form.
The ability to compliment without actually forfeiting his stan
dards remained with Poe as he went on to edit other magazines. While
an editor of Burton's Gentleman's Magazine, in August 1845, he
praised Mrs. Elizabeth Oakes Smith’s “The Sinless Child” with such
qualification that his words are no praise at all. His style of rapidly
alternating comments of praise and censure produced the following:
“The conception is original, but somewhat forced; and although the
execution is, in parts, effective, still the conduct, upon the whole, is
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feeble, and the dénoûment is obscure, and inconsequential” (H,
12:228). And he trots out the same comment that had become his
fashion as regards the style of anything women wrote, thereby mak
ing his politeness almost critically meaningless: “Many of [her pas
sages] are remarkable for ease, grace, and exceeding delicacy and
purity of thought and manner” (H, 12:229).
Perhaps feeling that he had been too kind to Mrs. Smith in this
brief notice, he four months later reviewed the complete edition of her
poetry again, but this time in substantial detail. Here he rebukes her
for failing to achieve unity of effect in “The Sinless Child” (“her whole
work has an indeterminate air,” and parts of the more than twohundred-stanza poem “have no natural connexion with the true
theme” [H, 13:80-81, 86]).24 Poe then goes on to apply another of his
standard theories, namely, that “every work of art should contain
within itself all that is required for its own comprehension,” reproach
ing Mrs. Smith as follows:
we must allude the artificiality of the Arguments, or introduc
tory
passages, prefacing each Part of the poem. Mrs. Smith
had no sounder reason for employing them than Milton and the
rest of the epicists....If it is said that they are necessary for the
proper comprehension of a poem, we reply that this is saying
nothing for them, but merely much against the poem which
demands them as necessity (H, 13:86).

Poe also notes that her imagination is not supplemented by the func
tion of the rational mind; thus, the poem’ “conception [has] floated,
rather than steadily existed, in the brain of the authoress” (H, 13:85).
His affirmation in 1846 that an artist should proceed “step by step...
with the precision and rigid consequence of a mathematical problem”
(“The Philosophy of Composition,” [H, 14:195]) is anticipated when he
complains of Mrs. Smith’s failure to do “a good deal more of deliberate
thought before putting pen to paper,” or to undergo a “more rigorous
discipline” in her construction (H, 13:85).
After chiding this woman for violating many of his major poetic
principles, Poe allows his personal liking for Mrs. Smith to elicit a
compliment: “The originality of ‘The Sinless Child’ would cover a
multitude of greater defects than Mrs. Smith ever committed...” (H,
13:86-87). Nevertheless, after quoting a few of the happier passages
from the long poem, the critic suggests that “Mrs. Smith seems to be
totally unacquainted with the principles of versification...” (H, 13:91).
Poe’s treatment of Mary
Hewitt follows somewhat the same
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pattern as his criticism of Mrs. Smith. In October 1845 he wrote a brief
notice of The Songs of Our Land and Other Poems in which he
remarks on Mrs. Hewitt’s “poetic fervor, classicism of taste, and keen
appreciation of the morally as well as the physically beautiful”—and
he proclaims her versification as “worthy of all praise,” saying that he
has rarely, if ever, seen it surpassed (H, 12:255, 259). Apparently
realizing that he was too favorably impressed by Mrs. Hewitt, Poe
several weeks later, in February 1846, published a more extensive
review of The Songs of Our Land in which he measures Mrs. Hewitt’s
poems against the strict standards of his critical canon and in which
he mixes praise and censure in the more usual amounts. As it was his
practice to treat the very ridiculous in a ridiculous manner,25 he says
one of her wretched lines is as difficult to repeat as “the schoolboy
stumbling-block about ‘the cat that ran up the ladder with a lump of
raw liver in his mouth’ ” (H, 13:104). Then he proceeds to criticize her
for not meeting his often-expressed requirement of acceptable poetry:
“the true poet will avail himself of no license whatever that does not
aid his intended effect.” And then he speaks out aginst the practice of
inversion: “When an inversion occurs, we say at once, ‘here the poet
had not sufficient skill to make out his line without distorting the
language.’ Nothing so much tends to render verse feeble, ineffective”
(H, 13:103).
His courtesy comment in this review is about Mrs. Hewitt’s poem
entitled “Alone,” which he is attracted to because of an “earnest
melancholy” that is remarkably happy.” But his closing remarks are
rather unappreciative of her volume of poems as a whole, for he says
her work shows an “indication rather than immediate evidence of
poetic power” (H, 13:105).
Perhaps the toughest single test of Poe’ critical principles was
his series of reviews of Frances Sargent Osgood, published from 1845
to 1849, for if Poe harbored a real affection after adolescence for any
woman other than for his wife Virginia, it was certainly for Mrs.
Osgood. Their “warm friendship” developed into a sort of literary
courtship in which they published poems to each other in the Broad
way Journal.26 In his earlier review of Griswold’s anthology, The
Female Poets of America, Poe had ranked Mrs. Osgood as the fore
most woman writer,27 and in his December 1845 review of her poetry in
the Broadway Journal he explains why he did this, at the same time
issuing a severe judgment against American literature:
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Her negative merits are of the highest respectability. We look in
vain, throughout her writings, for an offence against taste, or
—for a low thought—a platitude of expression—a viola
tion of grammar—or for any of those lapses in mere technicality of
composition, of which, in America, we
so abundant exam
ples. A happy refinement—an exquisite instinct of the pure—the
delicate—the graceful—gives a charm inexpressible to everything
which flows from her pen.

But of her “positive merits—to the loftier excellencies of the Muse—”
Poe writes: “we are constrained to speak with somewhat more
reserve” (H, 13:17-18). His main objection is that she is deficient in
“bold and rich imagination,” and that, compared to Amelia
Mrs. Osgood’ “rhythmical ear” is not all it could be (H, 13:18).
Poe’ affection for Mrs. Osgood, however, must have an outlet,
and he therefore embellishes his stock praise for a female’ purity,
holding that this lady possesses “that indescribable something
which, for want of a more definite term, we are accustomed to call
grace—that Will-o’-the-Wisp, which in its supreme development may
be said to involve nearly all that is pure and ethereal in poetry....”
After he has said this, he voices another serious reservation about the
quality of her work:
there occur very many of those half sentimental half allegorical or
rather emblematical compositions, of which the authoress seems
to be especially fond— the reason, perhaps, that she constructs
them with little facility, and that, for their mere ingenuity, they
are admired by the mass of mankind. We regret to see these pieces
in the volume;—they are, in general, very graceful pleasantries—
but no more...(H, 13:19).

Poe then quotes extensively from Mrs. Osgood’ poems, commenting
briefly upon his examples; his remarks are mostly complimentary,
though he does not fail to notice rough meters (“the anapaests are all
false and inadmissable,” he says at one point [H, 13:24]). Thus, even
though Poe was very fond of Mrs. Osgood and even though he suc
cumbed to the posturings of the gallant, he was still able to offer more
solid criticism of her than his British counterparts who received her
book of poems “with very unequivocal marks of approbation” (H,
13:106).
In fact, three months later, in his March 1846 review published in
Godey’s Lady's Book, Poe quotes extensively from several English
magazines whose praise had lifted Mrs. Osgood into high favor with
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the literary fashionables of England.28 Poe’s own comments, nonethe
less, are generally more critical of her than they were in his 1845
notice. Though he quotes at length from her poetry and though he
writes
length about her “grace” and “charm” (see H, 13:106, 114,
125), he gives specific criticisms of individual poems. Regarding the
dramatic poem “Elfrida,” Poe remarks on the “unusually fine”
But in spite of Mrs. Osgood’s “deep feeling and exquisite taste,” writes
Poe, she was unable to save the poem from being “faulty in the
extreme”; the poem’s situations “are ultra-romantic, improbable, and
its incidents inconsequential,...” and the work’s didactic intent
“should be left to the essayist and the preacher” (H, 13:109, 112).29
Having earlier ranked Mrs. Osgood
the best American female
poet (and we might recall that Arthur Hobson Quinn says that
poetry “was distinctly above that of the average magazine poetess of
the time”30), Poe in his reviews hints that this honor is, after all,
dubious. He considered female poets in America at best a mediocre lot.
And so it does not appear that Poe’s personal fondness for
Osgood resulted in the abandonment of his critical faculties.31
Just as Poe’s liking for a woman did not assure her a purely
favorable evaluation, his personal disliking failed to guarantee a
critical scalding. He had a strong aversion to Transcendentalists,
especially to those from Frogpondium (Boston).32 Buranelli says:
“Poe’s aversion to New England was so strong that he even violated
his principle about being gallant with the ladies. He both condemned
critically and lampooned Margaret Fuller.”33 But I think Poe’s own
words will, rather, indicate his fairness in evaluating Miss Fuller.
Indeed, in March 1849 he did speak of her article upon Lowell’s “A
Fable for the Critics” as “a silly and conceited piece of Transcenden
talism” because she ranked Cornelius Mathews and William Ellery
Channing over Longfellow and Lowell. But that is silly. And Poe
makes fun of her untoward opinions: “Why she said it, Heaven only
knows—unless it was because she was Margaret Fuller, and wished to
be taken for nobody else” (H, 13:169-170).
Although Poe could
unmerciful in his rancor toward a poor
writer that he disliked for other reasons,34 such a personal prejudice
against writers of real merit did not prevent him from making just
estimate of their abilities. Hence, in the “Literati” (August 1846), in
which he discusses Miss Fuller’s work in general, Poe offers an essen
tially favorable estimate of her writings.35 He terms her Women the
Nineteenth Century “forcible, thoughtful, suggestive, brilliant, and to
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a certain extent scholar-like” (H, 15:74), although this radical tract on
feminism was certainly not anything for which Poe had either intel
lectual or emotional sympathy.
Although he did not always agree with her critical judgments, as I
have pointed out, Poe had a fitting respect for Margaret Fuller’s
literary criticism, which, after Poe’s, is some of the best that was done
in the nineteenth century in America. Of course, he was pleased that
there was at least one other person besides himself who knew that
Longfellow was not a great poet; her review of the Harvard professor’s
poetry, according to Poe, “was frank, candid, independent—in even
ludicrous contrast to the usual mere glorifications of the day, giving
honor only where honor was due....In my opinion it was one of the very
few reviews of Longfellow’s poems, ever published in America, of
which the critics have not had abundant reason to be ashamed” (H,
15: 73-74).
He goes on in this “Literati” article to indicate that he considers
her descriptive sketches in Summer on the Lakes to best represent her
talents. Many of these sketches are “unrivalled...for the force with
which they convey the true by the novel or unexpected...” (H, 15:75).
Still, in this work and in all others that he mentions, he looks upon her
style as unacceptable: Poe accuses her of willfully murdering the
language, citing several examples of her inaccurate and vulgar usage.
These comments are ignored by Richard Cary when he asserts that in
this essay Poe expressed only admiration for Fuller’ style. Cary
ignores over a page of specific censure and quotes only the positive
half of one of Poe’s sentences, presenting that part as if it were the
whole. Cary offers the following as evidence of Poe’s mistaken admi
ration for Miss Fuller: “The style of Miss Fuller is one of the very best
with which I am acquainted.”36 The complete sentence in Poe’ review
reads as
In spite these things [her “ignorance of grammar,” her strange
and continual inaccuracies,” her misuse of words, and several
other stylistic failings that Poe had delineated], however, and of
her frequent unjustifiable Carlyleisms (such as that of writing
sentences which are no sentences, since, be parsed, reference
must be had to sentences preceding], the style of Miss Fuller is one
the very best with which I am acquainted (H, 15:79).

The following two sentences, which Cary goes
to quote, take on an
entirely different complexion when viewed in the context that Cary
omits: In general effect, I know no style which surpasses it. It
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singularly piquant, vivid, terse, bold, luminous—leaving details out of
sight, it is everything that a style need be (H, 15:79). In other words,
leaving out all of the detailed objections that Poe has painstakingly
pointed out, her style is just fine. Poe is certainly not guilty of shower
ing Margaret Fuller with unqualified praise.37 The favorable com
ments that Poe does put forward regarding her works suggest only
that he tried very hard to be fair, even though he did not like her at all.
The series of “Literati” articles, of which the Margaret Fuller
essay is one, can be used to measure variations in Poe’s method of
treating men and women writers, because these articles were written
during such a short period of time, in the summer and autumn of 1846,
and because they deal with the authors in general, not with single
works by them. Some readers might wish to discount the validity of
such a comparison because 1846 marks the beginning of Poe’s mental
and physical decline. During that year Poe was existing in poverty
with a
who was in the last stages of consumption, but Quinn
presents sufficient evidence that even in this time of distress, the
writer was usually in complete control of his faculties. Not until the
winter of 1847, after Virginia died, was Poe incapacitated by brain
fever.38
The complete title of the series is “The Literati of New York City:
Some Honest Opinions at Random Respecting Their Autorial Merits,
with Occasional Words of Personality.” In his introduction, published
in May, Poe expresses the same attitude that he had held throughout
his career as a critic—that the most “popular” and “successful” writ
ers in America were “ninety-nine times out of a hundred, persons of
mere address, perseverance, effrontery—in a word, busy-bodies, toad
ies, quacks” (H, 15:2).
Two articles early on in the series, on N. P. Willis and Anna Cora
Mowatt, are ideal for comparing Poe’ treatment of male and female
writers, for he had reason to be kindly disposed toward both of them.
In his May article Poe is pleased that Willis wrote essays, tales, and
poems suitable for magazine publication: “his compositions have
invariably the species of effect, with the brevity which the magazine
demands” (H, 15:11). In this respect Willis furnished exactly what Poe
wished there were more of in America. Yet Poe as critic is by no means
blinded by his justifiable bias, for he does not hesitate to note the
inadequacies of his fellow magazinist. Willis is seen to be, in his own
essays, not sufficiently disciplined to produce a logical, step-by-step
discussion: “His exuberant fancy leads him over hedge and ditch—
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anywhere from the main road....” His tales, however, “show greater
constructiveness” though they are deficient in imagination. Poe does
find evidence of “a true imagination” in Willis’ poetry, but he also
finds that these poetic compositions “in general, have a taint of world
liness, of insincerity” (H, 15:12,15,17). In short, it seems that in this
brief survey of
P. Willis, Poe begins with a natural prejudice in
favor of the writer, treats him quite fairly, and yet is not hesitant to
render apparent his various shortcomings.
Poe also begins the next month’s essay with a natural prejudice in
favor of the actress and writer Anna Cora Mowatt; he is affected by
her charm and passionate heart, admits of having “watched her for
hours with the closest scrutiny,” and has observed evidence “of the
poet imbued with the profoundest sentiment of the beautiful in
motion” (H, 15:31-32). His obvious attraction to this “remarkable
woman” does not, however, result in any special politeness toward her
when he begins to discuss her writing. In fact, he is much harsher in
his comments about her tales and sketches than he was in his com
ments about Willis’s, for Poe does not find in her work resemblances of
what he slightly complimented the male author for. He condemns her
sketches and tales as “conventional” and “hackneyed.” Furthermore:
“In looking carefully over her poems, I find no one entitled to commen
dation as a whole; in very few of them do I observe even noticeable
passages, and I confess that I am surprised and disappointed at the
result of my inquiry...” (H, 15:28). [In Willis’s poetry Poe had found not
only “a true imagination” but “grace” and “dignity” (H, 15:17)]. Thus,
the critic has not allowed personal prejudice in favor of a woman to
prevent him from producing what he feels is a just appraisal of her
work. Willis was the better writer and he received the better review;
gallantry did not hinder a proper judgment of Anna Mowatt.
In the next installment of the “Literati” (July 1846), surveys of
two extremely popular writers, Fitz-Greene Halleck and Ann Sophia
Stephens, are juxtaposed. Poe asserts that Halleck enjoys a far better
literary reputation than he is entitled to (he was at the time as popular
as William Cullen Bryant), and that he is thus one of the many
American authors whose merit is “grossly overrated by his country
men.” But the critic concludes his general introduction to the discus
sion of this poet by admitting that “there will still be found a large
amount of poetical fame to which he is fairly entitled” (H, 15:50-51).
Without straightaway giving reason for this concession, Poe
immediately embarks upon a systematic denunciation of a list of
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Halleck’s most popular poems: “ ‘Fanny’ is not constructed with any
great deliberation”; “Alnwick Castle” “may lay claim to oddity, but
no more,” and parts of it “serve no other purpose than to deprive it of
all unity of effect”; “The Poet’s Daughter” possesses some “vulgarity”
of expression. But Poe mixes praise with blame: although he brands
Halleck’ subject “drolly sentimental, or...sentimentally droll,” Poe
feels that parts of “Alnwick Castle” belong “to a very high order of
poetry,” and some passages of “The Poet’ Daughter” abound “in the
most distinctive traits” and “grace” of expression. Poe also commends
Halleck’ poetry for its “force” that results from a “well-ordered
metre” and for passages that are “gloriously imaginative” (H, 15:5254).
In the same month, following these comments on Halleck, Poe
begins his observations upon Ann Stephens with the complaint that
her success and fame also exaggerate rather than reflect her merits.
Even though she is a magazinist, her works fail to satisfy Poe. Alter
nating praise and reproof, very similar to his manner in the review of
Elizabeth Oakes Smith,39 he writes: (1) Ann Stephens does well with
serious subjects; in comic ones she fails, comparatively; (2) she is fond
of the melodramatic; she has a “quick appreciation of the picturesque,
and is not unskillful in delineations of character”; (3) “she seizes
adroitly on salient incidents and presents them with vividness; in
their combinations or adaptations she is by no means so thoroughly at
home...”; (4) her style is what “the critics usually term ‘powerful’,” but
it “lacks real power through its verboseness and floridity.” Then, after
calling her style “turgid” and “bombastic,” after criticizing the illconstruction of her sentences, Poe says that her faults “belong to the
effervescence of high talent”—but again adds “—if not exactly of
genius” (H, 15:56-57). Clearly, Poe has not treated Stephens more
kindly than Halleck.
Elsewhere in the Literati” Poe mixes praise and blame in his
customary amounts in comments on Mary Grove, Catherine M. Sedg
wick, Mary E. Hewitt, and Amelia
Although he does allow
mostly praise for Emma C. Embury, Lydia M. Child, and Elizabeth
Bogart, this fact should be set against another fact—that these latter
notices are extremely brief; they run from three-fourths to one-andone-half pages in the Harrison edition, while for example the Mar
garet Fuller review was a full ten-and-a-half pages. It might be said
that Poe implies, through brevity, the inconsequentiality of these
women as writers.
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We cannot, however, deny that throughout his career as a critic
Poe often did praise the women writers of his day more than they
deserved; and he certainly would never have said of a woman, as he
did of Thomas Ward, that she was a ninety-ninth- rate poet. Yet his
gallantry toward the ladies typically took the form of polite comments
on a woman’s “noble mind,” her “purity of thought,” her “lofty moral
ity,” or her “grace.”40
Such ecomia notwithstanding, there seems to be no significant
difference between Poe’s application of his critical standards to male
and female authors. I believe I have shown that Edward Wagen
knecht’s assessment of Poe’s criticism in general applies equally to his
criticism of women writers: “Poe was disgusted by the venality of
contemporary criticism, and though it cannot be claimed for him that
he kept himself wholly free from literary log-rolling or never wrote an
interested review, he did try to make criticism a science and to base it
upon principle rather than caprice.”41 The same Poe who wrote that
one should be silent if he had nothing complimentary to say of a
woman (H, 14:12) in practice regularly voiced his discontent with the
literary productions of many women. Even when dealing with the
works of women he admired personally, Poe was, on the whole, a
systematic critic.
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